POOL
&SPA

collection

We are delighted to present our collection of swimming pool and spa products . Updated
for 2016 the collection includes glass mosaic in classic plain and iridescent finishes,
complimented by a unique collection of porcelain tiles specifically designed for swimming
pool areas.
Whatever the scale of your project, we are confident that we can provide everything
required to complete the most ambitious outdoor living development, or indoor pool and
spa project.
Contact our experienced team for any advice or to arrange free samples.
ON REFLECTION CERAMICS LTD
Unit 4 Parkway Trading Estate
St. Werburghs
BRISTOL
BS2 9PG
01179 556 224
sales@mosaiccompany.co.uk
www.mosaiccompany.co.uk
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NB
We are grateful to our customers and their clients for the use of the images of some of their beautiful pools
Ascot Pools - Falcon Pools - KB Pools - Traditional Pools - Lagoon Pools and others, thank you.
Copyright On Reflection Ceramics Ltd

Mosaic collection

Mosaic collection

1
Classic glass mosaic

H268 Shaded charcoal

H109 Tormes

H100 Arlanzon

H104 Jalon

H106 Mississippi

H257 Orinoco

All CLASSIC glass mosaic is available in gloss or with a
DIN51097 class “C” anti slip surface and is mounted on
HTK thermopolymer mesh
info

H280 Shaded iron blue

H281 Rio

Glass mosaic
Size 23.5x23.5x4 mm
Sheet size 334x334 mm

2
Classic glass mosaic

H255 Volga

H101 Danubio

H108 San lorenzo

H102 Nelson

H111 Yukon

H252 Missouri

H120 Tamesis

The CLASSIC glass mosaic collection is supplied
mounted on the latest HTK thermo polymer mesh,
making it ideal for all wet area installations.

Glass mosaic
Size 23.5x23.5x4 mm
Sheet size 334x334 mm

info

3
Aqualuxe glass mosaic

AQUALUXE is a range of iridescent glass mosaic with a
gently rippled surface, available in 7 colours and a further
8 colours with a metallic finish. All mounted on HTK
thermo polymer mesh.

Glass mosaic
Size 23.5x23.5x4 mm
Sheet size 334x334 mm

info

H516 Vivara

H520 Caribe

H517 Ischia

H528 San Domino

H518 Capri

H529 Santa Maria

H519 Sicilia

4
Aqualuxe metallic glass mosaic

H521 Cerboli

H522 Levanzo

H523 Lipari

524 Molara

H525 Palamaria

H526 Panarea

H527 Pantelleria

H530 Stromboli

The AQUALUXE range includes 8 colours with a
“metallic” finish. The reflective effects of this surface add
another dimension to what is possible in your pool or spa
installation.

Glass mosaic
Size 23.5x23.5x4 mm
Sheet size 334x334 mm

info

5
Island seeries mosaic

H531 Ibiza

H532 Mikonos

H533 Mallorca

In the ISLAND series of glass mosaic, lustre glazes are
combined with plain and textured pieces to achieve a
glorious shimmering effect.

TOG001 Santorini

Glass mosaic
Size 23.5x23.5x4 mm
Sheet size 334x334 mm

info

6
Texturas & Urban chic

H920 Texturas Neo

H921 Texturas Ice

H923 Texturas Duna

H925 Sol hexagon

H926 Luna hexagon

H704 Bronze

H924 Texturas Suite

H708 Aluminium

Glass mosaic
Size 23.5x23.5x4 mm
Sheet size 334x334 mm

H710 Iron oxide

H713 Copper

H720 Cast iron

Metallics, lustres and textured pieces are combined in
the TEXTURAS and URBAN CHIC series to stunning effect.
Jewel like sparkle can be achieved with the clever use of
light.
info

7
KT series glass mosaic

KT100 Hawaiian blend

KT300 White

KT200 Bermudan blend

KT400 Light blue

KT1200 Bali blend

KT500 Mid blue

KT600 Dark blue

The KT series offers exceptional value without any
compromise in quality. Choose from 4 blends and 5
plain colours to complete your pool project.

info

KT700 Black

KT1300 Bahamas blend

Glass mosaic
Size 20x20x4 mm
Sheet size 327x327 mm

8
Gold vein glass mosaic

KT1400 Iona

KT1500 Tiree

KT1600 Arran

KT1700 Barra

KT1800 Jura

KT1900 Mull

KT2100 St Kilda

KT2200 Islay

With “gold” vein inclusions, this series of six distinctive
colours is a must where that touch of luxury is called for.
Two further colours are offered with a combination of
gold vein and iridescence.

Glass mosaic
Size 20x20x4 mm
Sheet size 327x327 mm

info

9
Iridium iridescent glass mosaic

IRIDIUM is a collection of 8 truly beautiful iridescent glass
mosaics in the ever popular 20x20 mm format. Add a
touch of luxury to any pool or spa project with Iridium.

Glass mosaic
Size 20x20x4 mm
Sheet size 327x327 mm

info

WA15 Sky

WB83 Shell pink

WA24 Emerald

WN01 Oyster

WA45 Amethyst

WN12 Aqua

WB48 Pewter

WN18 Azure

10
Glazed porcelain mosaic

MM001 Marine blend

MM004 Ocean blend

MM003 Gloss white

MM002 Cobalt blue

MM005 Pacific blue

The all time classic glazed porcelain mosaic, still a firm
favourite. This year with the addition of Pacific blue, all
supplied in the traditional 25x25 mm format.

Glazed porcelain mosaic
Size 25x25x4.8 mm
Sheet size 305x305 mm

info

11
Hebrides anti slip mosaic

T4501 Benbecula

T4546 Staffa

T4503 Coll

T4506 Eriskay

T4563 Lunga

HEBRIDES is a range of six colours of unglazed porcelain
mosaic, made specifically to meet the exacting DIN51097
standard for anti slip products in wet areas, in which it
meets grade “C” the highest possible.

T4510 Faray

Anti slip surface

Unglazed porcelain mosaic
Size 45x45x6 mm
Sheet size 295x295 mm

12
Fresh glazed mosaic

J41200 Snow white

J41201 Desert sand

J41202 Taupe mix

J41203 Light grey mix

J41204 Medium grey mix

J41205 Midnight black mix

J41206 Denim blue mix

J41207 Light blue mix

J41208 Pacific blue mix

J41209 Midnight blue mix

J41210 Violet mix

J41211 Sunset orange

J41212 Coral red mix

J41213 Mystic red

J41214 Lime green mix

J41215 Sunshine yellow mix

FRESH is a collection of 16 colours of glazed porcelain
mosaics available in gloss finish or with an R10 “B” anti
slip surface. Made in Europe to the highest standards,
FRESH is a must if colour in a glazed mosaic is required

Unglazed porcelain mosaic
Size 24x24x6.5mm
Sheet size 316x316 mm

13

J40021 Night black

J40022 Light ivory

J40023 Ivory

J40024 Light diamond grey

J40025 Diamond grey

J40026 Denim

J40027 Light aqua

J40028 Aqua

J40029 Steel blue

J40032 Coral red

J40033 Lemon yellow

J40030 Dark violet

J40031 Sea green

J44034 Bronze metallic

LOOP is a collection of 15 porcelain mosaics available in
gloss finish or with an R10 “B” anti slip surface, in its
unique penny round format. Made in Europe to the
highest standards, LOOP is the natural choice for a spa or
tub with a difference

Unglazed porcelain mosaic
Size 22.3 mm circular x6.5mm
Sheet size 316x316 mm

Loop circular glazed mosaic

J40020 Arctic white

Pool surround tiles

Pool surround tiles

12
Mistery series pool surround

14
Mistery series pool surround

Mistery bluestone

Skimmer edge

Mistery grey

Mistery white

Mistery sand

Drop edge

MISTERY is a series of glazed porcelain stoneware tiles, the four
beautiful colours are inspired by natural stone.
The very latest digital technology ensures that MISTERY performs as well as it looks. A full range of
complimentary pieces is available to provide the solution to every installation challenge.
Available in smooth or R10 Class “C” anti slip surfaces MISTERY is the ultimate choice for any interior or
exterior swimming pool project.

info

15

Smoke

Dolce

Vital

Snow

Soft

Finger grip

Drop edge

Lovely series pool surround

Intense

Skimmer edge

LOVELY is a series of glazed porcelain stoneware tiles, the six
beautiful colours are inspired by natural timbers. This is further enhanced by the plank format of the tiles.
The very latest digital technology ensures that LOVELY performs as well as it looks. A full range of
complimentary pieces is available to provide the solution to every installation challenge.
Available in smooth or R10 Class “C” anti slip surfaces LOVELY is the ultimate choice for any interior or
exterior swimming pool project.
info

16

Grigio

Ocra

Nero

Serena series pool surround

Bianco

Serena mix

SERENA is a series of glazed porcelain stoneware tiles, the five
beautiful colours are inspired by natural stone. To enhance this effect the SERENA mix is supplied as a
random mix
The very latest digital technology ensures that Serena performs as well as it looks. A full range of
complimentary pieces is available to provide the solution to every installation challenge.
Available in R10 Class “C” anti slip surfaces SERENA is the ultimate choice for any interior or
exterior swimming pool project.

Serena mix

info
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System 9 pool building blocks

Ref 921

System 9 PRESTIGE block system

Ref 931

System 9 SPA black system

SYSTEM 9 blocks and associated products offer the complete solution for constructing
concrete overflow systems. Water repellent concrete blocks speed up the installation
process ,saving time and labour costs and achieve a perfect finish.
● Improves the top finish of the Gunite walls
● Avoids shortcomings in the formwork
● Produces an aesthetically pleasing visual perimeter to the pool
● Complete with a series of specialised parts, a solution for every detail
info

18
Mica surround tiles
Negro

Grafito

MICA is a range of four colours of porcelain pool
surround tiles available in 600x600 and 300x600 mm
formats. All are rated R12“C” anti slip.

Gris

Beige

Unglazed porcelain tiles
300x600x10 mm
600x600x10 mm
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Gris

STONEHENGE is a range of four colours of porcelain pool
surround tiles available in 600x600 and 300x600 mm
formats. All are rated R12“C” anti slip.

Beige

Nacar

Unglazed porcelain tiles
300x600x10 mm
600x600x10 mm

Stonehenge surround tiles

Grafito

20
Corten glazed porcelain

CORTEN is a series of glazed
porcelain tiles featuring two
colour ways with stunning metallic
glazes and three complimentary
non metallic glazes.
CORTEN is available in multiple
size formats and in complimentary
special pieces to help complete
any project

Corten night

Corten beige

Corten blanco

Corten A copper bronze

Corten B cast iron
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Ardex FL grout

Ardex AM10 Render

Ardex X& white

Ardex X77 grey

Ardex FS grout

Ardex C2 grout

Ardex X77 white

Ardex EG8 hybrid epoxy

Ardex S7 waterproof coating

The Ardex company heritage dates back over 50 years as a global manufacturer of high performance, high quality, speciality
building materials. We offer a range of Ardex products from stock that are appropriate for the tiles and mosaic we sell.
Microtec X77 flexible wall and floor tiling adhesive is ideal for use in all wet areas including swimming pools and spas. Ardex
FS and FL grouting compounds offer the complete solution for grouting mosaics in high demand areas such as showers,
swimming pools and spas. Ardex products were the choice for the Aquatics Centre at the 2012 London Olympics and enjoy
an unrivalled reputation in the industry.

Ardex adhesives

Ardex X7 grey
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Ardex adhesives

